
1st Dam
LEPTON p,2:15.4; 3:15.5f; 1:53.2 ($247,013) by Egyptian Dancer p,2:15.8. Dam of 8 living foals of racing age, 5 winners. Dam of:
DRACHMA p,3:1:54 (m, Sportsmaster) ($14,117). 3 wins. At 3, 9 (3-5-0) and winner ICF S. (leg) at Balmoral Park.
CULLIN ME FIESTY p,2:1:58.2; 3:1:55.4h (m, Cullin Hanover) ($84,634). 9 wins. At 2, third in IL State Fair Colt S. (Cons.) and race timed 1:55.2. At 3, winner Holiday S. (2 legs) at Yonkers.
LATE HOPE p,4:1:57.4 (m, Cole Muffler) ($7,079). Now 5, raced and second in ICF 4YO at Carrollton and IHHA at Martinsville; third in ICF 4YO at Jerseyville.
DANCEWITHMERACHEL p,2:1:58.2 (m, Start The Fire) ($32,798). 10 wins. At 2, second in Egyptian S. at Newton and Marion; third at Pincineyville and in ISOTA Spring Preview at DuQuoin. At 3, third in Egyptian S. at Pincineyville and Marion; third at Fairfield and Anna and in Big Ten S. at Taylorsville.
CULLEPTOMANIA p,3:2:08.3h (m, Cullin Hanover) ($2,238). At 3, winner Illini S. at Marshall; second in Egyptian Colt S. at Pincineyville and race timed 2:02.2h.

2nd Dam
WOLF'S SHALOM by Say Hello p,2:15.5. Dam of 7 living foals of racing age, including:
TOWNE STADIUM p,2:20.2; 3:1:59.2 (Sportsmaster) ($17,068).
ESCAPE TOWNE p,3:1:59.4 (Incredible Finale) ($10,734).
VIDEO BANDIT p,2:20.3h; 3:1:59.4 (Incredible Finale) ($9,318).
BORU INCREDIBLE GAL p,2:20.5h; 3:1:59.2h (m, Incredible Finale) ($15,698). At 2, winner NICA S. at Henry; third in leg of Egyptian Grande S. At 2, race timed 1:59.2. At 3, winner NICA S. at Henry; second at Pecotoma (won heat) and Mendota and in MWIRA S. at Rushville.

Matthew Hanover p,3:2:07.4 (m, Cullin Hanover) ($2,238). At 2, winner Illinois S. at Marshall; second in Egyptian Colt S. at Pincineyville and race timed 2:02.2h.

3rd Dam
MARIABBE p,2:1:58.3 (m, Steady Star) ($11,338). At 2 and 3 Ohio Fair S. winner. Dam of 8 winners, including:
MARIBESTA HANOVER p,2:20.4; 3:2:00.4 (m, Best Of All) ($24,808). At 3, winner Los Alamitos S. of 8 living foals of racing age, 5 winners. Dam of:

MARKITA HANOVER p,2:20.1h (m, Best Of All) ($128,578). At 2, winner Reading Futurity, MATARA p,2:20.1h (m, Tar Heel) ($29,112). At 2, winner PASS at Pocono; second in Pocohontas S., Miss Vera Bars S. and PASS at Liberty Bell; third in PASS at The Meadows. At 3, third in Lord de la War S. at Brandywine. Dam of:

MARKITA HANOVER p,2:20.5; 3:2:00.4 (m, Tar Heel) ($11,338). Dam of MARCHERO p,3:1:59.2, GRANDDAUGHTER OF USA'S LUISA'S LUV p,3:1:57.4, RISEMAN'S RACER p,4:1:58.4, MARCHERO p,4:1:58.4 at Balmoral; also paced 2 miles faster than 2:00 on county fair tracks. Plenty of speed; beat some nice horses this summer, but got hurt and needed several months off.

STATEMENT
ICF. Winner $6,195 in 2012 and a winner in 1:58.3 at Balmoral; also paced 2 miles faster than 2:00 on county fair tracks. Plenty of speed; beat some nice horses this summer, but got hurt and needs several months off.